Kruskal's theorem gives sufficient conditions for a sum of product vectors in general position to constitute a unique tensor rank decomposition. We conjecture an analogous result for product vectors not necessarily in general position, and show that it would imply Kruskal's theorem as a corollary. We prove our conjecture for the case in which every subsystem has dimension two, and the case in which there are only two subsystems of arbitrary dimension. We then use Kruskal's theorem to prove a family of statements on product vectors in general position that contains recent results in [HK15] , and propose an analogous family of statements for product vectors not necessarily in general position.
Introduction
Kruskal's theorem [Kru77] is a fundamental result that provides sufficient conditions for a vector in a multipartite space to have a unique tensor rank decomposition. Since its discovery, this result has found widespread scientific application (see e.g. [SS07, AMR09, KB09, Rho10, BCV14] and the references therein). To introduce our work, we begin by defining the prerequisite notion of general position and stating (an equivalent reformulation of) Kruskal's theorem. 
then there exists a permutation σ ∈ S n such that x a + y σ(a) = 0 for all a ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We conjecture an analogous statement in which the condition that a subset of the vectors in the sum (4) are in general position is relaxed to a condition on the dimension of the span of the vectors in each subsystem. In turn, the conclusion that x a + y σ(a) = 0 is relaxed to the conclusion that some non-empty strict subset (not necessarily of size 2) of the vectors appearing in (4) sum to zero. 
then there exists a non-empty strict subset Γ ⊂ {1, . . . , n} such that
We show that our conjecture implies Kruskal's theorem as a corollary (see Section 6), so if true it could yield a novel alternate proof of this fundamental result. Note that several alternate proofs of Kruskal's theorem are already present in the literature [JS04, SS07, Rho10, Lan12] .
We prove our conjecture when m = 2 but d 1 and d 2 are arbitrary (Proposition 5) and when m is arbitrary but d 1 = · · · = d m = 2 (Theorem 6), which we hereafter refer to as the bipartite and two-dimensional cases, respectively. The bipartite case is straightforward, but the two-dimensional case appears to be non-trivial, and we find that it implies several useful consequences: One, a statement on the tensor rank of sums of product vectors (Theorem 8, discussed further below); two, if n product vectors are linearly independent and non-trivial over greater than n − 1 subsystems, then their sum is necessarily entangled (Corollary 9); and three, the sum of two product vectors is again a product vector if and only if they are non-trivial over at most a single subsystem (Corollary 10). This last consequence was previously proven in [Wes67, Joh11] , and used there to characterize the invertible linear maps that preserve the set of product vectors. It would be interesting to see whether our more general results could be used to characterize preservers of tensor rank r ≥ 2. In [Lov18] , the author uses Corollary 9 and Corollary 10 to study the set of decomposable correlation matrices. As one more application, we use Corollary 10 to provide a concise proof of a recent result in [BLM17] (Corollary 11).
For n product vectors in (d 1 , . . . , d m )-general position, it has been shown that if
, then they are linearly independent, and if n ≤ ∑ m j=1 (d j − 1), then they have no product vectors in their span except trivial scalar multiples [HK15] (the bipartite case of the first statement was previously proven in [CD13] ). We use Kruskal's theorem to prove a family of statements that contains these results (Theorem 12): If
for some integer r ∈ {0, . . . , n}, then a vector in the span of these product vectors has tensor rank r if and only if it is a non-zero linear combination of precisely r of them. Furthermore, this constitutes a unique tensor rank decomposition whenever d j ≥ 2 for at least three indices j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. An analogous family of statements for product vectors not necessarily in general position would follow from our conjecture (Conjecture 13). We prove directly the two-dimensional case of this family (Theorem 8, introduced above).
In Section 2 we review some mathematical preliminaries. In Section 3 we prove our conjecture in the bipartite and two-dimensional cases. In Section 4 we state and prove several consequences of the two-dimensional case. In Section 5 we prove a family of statements on product vectors in general position. In Section 6 we show that our conjecture would imply Kruskal's theorem as a corollary. In Appendix A we prove a lemma that is used in Section 3 to prove the two-dimensional case. In Appendix B we show that the two-dimensional case is tight.
Mathematical preliminaries
Here we review some elementary facts and definitions we use. We frequently use the shorthand [m] := {1, . . . , m} for any positive integer m. For a positive integer m and vector spaces X 1 , . . . , X m over a field F, we say a vector (or tensor)
is a product vector (or elementary tensor) if it is non-zero and can be written as
for some collection of non-zero vectors x 1 ∈ X 1 , . . . , x m ∈ X m . If x is not a product vector and is non-zero, then we say x is entangled. We use Prod (X 1 : · · · : X m ) to denote the set of product vectors in X 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ X m . We refer to the spaces X 1 , . . . , X m that compose the space X 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ X m as subsystems. We say a vector v ∈ X 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ X m has tensor rank r if r is the smallest positive integer such that
for some set of product vectors {x a : a ∈ [r]} ⊂ Prod (X 1 : · · · : X m ). We use the convention that the tensor rank of the zero vector is zero. For bipartite vectors over R or C, the tensor rank is given by the Schmidt rank. 
has tensor rank n. Furthermore, (14) is a unique tensor rank decomposition of v.
For positive integers n and m, we frequently define sets of product vectors
without explicitly defining for each a ∈ [n] corresponding vectors x a,1 , . . . , x a,m for which
In this case, we implicitly fix some such set of vectors x a,1 , . . . , x a,m (they are unique up to scalar multiples α a,1 x a,1 , . . . , α a,m x a,m such that α a,1 · · · α a,m = 1), and refer to the vectors x a,j without further introduction. We also use the notation
We use symbols like a, b, c to index vectors, and symbols like i, j, k to index subsystems. We conclude this section by reviewing some miscellaneous notation and conventions we use. We write A ⊔ B to denote the disjoint union of two sets A and B. This notation is only used when the sets A and B are indeed disjoint. Thus, the disjoint union ⊔ can equivalently be replaced by the standard union ∪. We use the former only to remind the reader that the sets are indeed disjoint. We define an empty sum to equal zero and an empty product to equal one. For vector spaces X 1 and X 2 we let L(X 1 , X 2 ) denote the set of linear maps from X 1 to X 2 , and use the shorthand L(X 1 ) := L(X 1 , X 1 ) to denote the set of linear operators on X 1 .
Two special cases of Conjecture 3
Here we state and prove the bipartite and two-dimensional cases of our conjecture. We first prove (a more general statement than) the bipartite case.
Proposition 5 (Bipartite case of Conjecture 3). Let n ≥ 2 and d 1 , d 2 ≥ 1 be integers, let X 1 , X 2 be vector spaces over a field F, and let {x a,1
Thus,
where the third line is Sylvester's inequality [HJ13] . Since n
which completes the proof.
Now we state and prove (an equivalent reformulation of) the two-dimensional case of our conjecture.
Theorem 6 (Two-dimensional case of Conjecture 3). Let n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 1 be integers, let X 1 , . . . , X m be vector spaces over a field F, and let {x a : a ∈ [n]} ⊂ Prod (X 1 : · · · : X m ) be a set of product vectors such that:
(25)
It holds that
and for every subset
We require the following lemma, which we prove in Appendix A. 
For any two subsets θ
Then there exists an integer l ≥ 2 and a finite sequence of sets
such that the following two properties hold:
Now we prove the two-dimensional case (Theorem 6).
Proof of Theorem 6.
We proceed by induction on the number of subsystems m. The base case m = 1 holds trivially. For a general integer m ≥ 2, if the number of vectors n satisfies n < m + 1, then we have a contradiction to the induction hypothesis when X m−1 ⊗ X m is regarded as a single subsystem. It therefore suffices to find a contradiction in the case m = n − 1. We do so by finding an index
If |Ω| = 1, i.e. all vectors in the first subsystem are parallel, then the theorem is proved. We therefore assume |Ω| ≥ 2. For each A ∈ Ω, let Π A ∈ L(X 1 ) be any operator with
Then
such that for all p ∈ [t A ],
and for every non-empty strict subset
The existence of such a partitioning is a straightforward consequence of (36). Note that
The first inequality follows from the fact that for all a ∈ [n] \ A,
and the second inequality follows from |A| ≥ 1. In the remainder of the proof, we first use the induction hypothesis to show that there exist A = B ∈ Ω and j ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} such that for all C ∈ {A, B}, p
which we then use to show
We first observe that
Consider the set of product vectors
If these vectors are non-parallel in every subsystem (i.e. they satisfy (25)), then regarding X n−2 ⊗ X n−1 as a single subsystem, the induction hypothesis implies
a contradiction to the second inequality in (40). On the other extreme, if the product vectors in S are parallel in every subsystem, then
so (45) follows from the first inequality in (40). For the other cases, if the product vectors in S are non-parallel in 1 ≤ m ′ ≤ n − 2 subsystems, then it follows from the induction hypothesis that
which implies (45), since
Now we use our observation (45) to prove the existence of sets A = B ∈ Ω and an index j ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} such that j ∈ J
The first line follows from an inductive argument and the property that for any two finite sets J 1 , J 2 ,
The second line follows from (45) and
The third line follows from
For every A ∈ Ω, it holds that
so by the pigeonhole principle there exist A = B ∈ Ω and j ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} that satisfy the desired properties. Fix any such sets A, B and index j for the remainder of the proof.
To complete the proof, we show that
by applying Lemma 7 to the two collections of sets
and
It is clear that both collections contain disjoint subsets of [n] . In order to apply the lemma, we first observe that these collections satisfy conditions 1 and 2 of the lemma. For condition 1, it is clear that
since for all C ∈ {A, B},
For condition 2, it suffices to show that for any subsets
To prove this statement, first note that from (35) and (36) it follows that for all C ∈ {A, B},
Since ker(
which implies (65) by the conditions of the theorem. Thus, the collections in (60) and (61) satisfy condition 2 of the lemma. By Lemma 7 applied to the collections in (60) and (61), there exists an integer s ≥ 2 and a sequence
that satisfies properties 1 and 2 of the lemma. Note that
for all p ∈ [s]. Note also that for any two non-trivially intersecting subsets
Indeed, every vector in this set is in the span of any vector indexed by X 1 ∩ X 2 . By property 2 of the lemma and an inductive argument, it follows that
or by property 1 of the lemma,
Consequences of the two-dimensional case
Here we state and prove several consequences of the two-dimensional case (Theorem 6). In many instances, more general statements would follow from our conjecture. For the first consequence (Theorem 8), we will explicitly state this generalization in the next section.
Theorem 8. Let n ≥ 2, m ≥ 1, and r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 2} be integers, let X 1 , . . . , X m be vector spaces over a field F, and let {x a : a ∈ [n]} ⊂ Prod (X 1 : · · · : X m ) be a set of product vectors such that:
The vector
has tensor rank r, and for every subset Γ ⊂ [n] of size r + 1 ≤ |Γ| ≤ n − 1, the vector
has tensor rank ≥ r + 1.
Then n + r ≥ m + 2.
Proof. Assume the conditions of this theorem hold, so that ∑ a∈ [n+r] x a = 0 (77) for some set of product vectors {x n+1 , . . . , x n+r } ⊂ Prod (X 1 : · · · : X m ). We show that
for every non-empty strict subset Γ ⊂ [n + r], which implies by the two-dimensional case (Theorem 6) that n + r ≥ m + 2, completing the proof. Assume towards contradiction that
for some non-empty strict subset Γ ⊂ [n + r]. Define
If |Γ 0 | ≥ r + 1, then the vector
has tensor rank ≤ r, a contradiction. If |Γ 0 | ≤ r and |Γ 0 | > |Γ 1 |, then for any subset
can be written as a linear combination of ≤ r product vectors, and hence has tensor rank ≤ r, a contradiction. Finally, we consider the case |Γ 0 | ≤ r and |Γ 0 | ≤ |Γ 1 |. Equations (77) and (79) imply
If n − |Γ 0 | ≥ r + 1, then we have a contradiction by the previous arguments. Otherwise, r ≤ n − 2 implies n − r ≥ 2, so r − |Γ 1 | < n − |Γ 0 |, a contradiction by the previous arguments. 
Corollary 9. Let n and m be positive integers
then the vectors x 1 , . . . , x n are non-parallel in at most n − 1 subsystems, i.e. dim span{x a,j : a ∈ [n]} > 1 for at most n − 1 indices j ∈ [m].
Proof. Let
and α n+1 := −1, so that
α a x a = 0.
The linear independence of the vectors x 1 , . . . , x n implies that for every non-empty strict subset Γ ⊂ [n + 1], it holds that
It follows from the two-dimensional case (Theorem 6) that dim span{x a,j : 
2. For some non-zero scalars α 1 , α 2 ∈ F \ {0}, it holds that
3. There exists at most a single index j ∈ [m] for which dim span{x 1,j , x 2,j } = 2.
Proof.
(1 ⇒ 2) holds because statement 1 subsumes statement 2. (2 ⇒ 3) is a straightforward consequence of the two-dimensional case (Theorem 6). For (3 ⇒ 1), assume without loss of generality that dim span{x a,j : a = 1, 2} = 1 for every index j ∈ {2, . . . , m}. Then x 2\1 = βx 1\1 for some non-zero scalar β ∈ F \ {0}, so for any two scalars α 1 , α 2 ∈ F,
which completes the proof. Now we use Corollary 10 to provide a concise proof of a recent result in [BLM17] .
Corollary 11 (Theorem 11 in [BLM17] ). Let m ≥ 1 be an integer and let X 1 , . . . , X m be vector spaces over a field F. Then every two-dimensional subspace S ⊆ X 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ X m falls into one of the following four categories.
1. S ⊆ Prod (X 1 : · · · : X m ) ∪ {0}.
There exist precisely two distinct lines (one-dimensional subspaces) in S contained in
Prod (X 1 : · · · : X m ) ∪ {0}, and every other vector in S is entangled.
There exists precisely one line (one-dimensional subspace) in S contained in
Prod (X 1 : · · · : X m ) ∪ {0}, and every other vector in S is entangled. 
Every non-zero vector in S is

A family of statements on vectors in general position
Here we use Kruskal's theorem to prove a family of statements (Theorem 12) on product vectors in general position that contains Kruskal's theorem as well as two results in [HK15] (stated there in Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 3.2). We then state an analogous result that would follow from our conjecture. Before proving this theorem, a brief note is in order. This theorem statement does not precisely match the one advertised in our introduction: the former concerns only sums of the vectors x a , whereas the latter concerns arbitrary linear combinations. The two statements are easily seen to be equivalent by linearity. The advertised statement was useful to reveal that this theorem contains the aforementioned known results, but the above statement is notationally cleaner to prove. We note that many statements in this work are phrased in terms of sums, but are similarly equivalent to more cumbersome (but perhaps more useful) statements concerning arbitrary linear combinations. 
We show
which will complete the proof by Kruskal's theorem (Theorem 4).
where the first line follows from 2n
, the second is rearrangement of terms, the third follows from d 1 ≤ n and r ≤ n, and the fourth follows from d 2 ≤ r. This completes the proof of the second statement.
For the first statement, we need only prove that if v has tensor rank r, then |Γ| = r. This will also prove the converse implication that |Γ| = r implies v has tensor rank r. Indeed, if |Γ| = r, then v has tensor rank r ′ ≤ r, so n + r ′ − 1 ≤ ∑ m j=1 (d j − 1), and by the forward implication, |Γ| = r ′ = r.
The case r = n is trivial. We assume r ≤ n − 1 and proceed by induction on the number of vectors n.
For n = 2, r = 0, we have 1 ≤ ∑ m j=1 (d j − 1), so d j = 2 for at least one index j ∈ [m]. This implies x 1 , x 2 = 0 and hence both vectors have tensor rank one (and not zero). This also implies x 1 + x 2 = 0, so this vector also has tensor rank non-zero. Thus, v tensor rank zero implies |Γ| = 0.
For n = 2, r = 1, we have 2
. By Corollary 10, this implies x 1 + x 2 has tensor rank two. Thus, v tensor rank 1 implies |Γ| = 1.
For a general integer n ≥ 3, assume Theorem 12 holds for every integer 2 ≤ n ′ < n. 
for some set Γ ⊆ [n] of size |Γ| ≥ r + 1 and product vectors
We consider the cases d 1 , d 2 = n and d 2 ≤ n − 1 separately.
For each j ∈ {3, . . . , m}, let z j ∈ X j be any vector that is non-orthogonal to every vector in {x a : a ∈ Γ}. Note that such a vector may not exist if F is finite, in which case we extend F to e.g. the algebraic closure F ′ ⊃ F. It follows that
for some scalars α a , β b ∈ F ′ with α a = 0 for all a ∈ Γ. By the vector-operator isomorphism, this implies
a contradiction (regardless of the original field F), since the rank of the first matrix is |Γ| and the rank of the second matrix is less than |Γ|.
so (97) contradicts the induction hypothesis applied to these n − 1 vectors. If Γ = [n], then let Π n ∈ L(X 1 ) be any operator with ker(Π n ) = span{x n,1 }. Then the set of product vectors {(
Applying (Π n ⊗ 1) to both sides of (97) gives
If r ≤ n − 2, then (102) contradicts the induction hypothesis applied to
so by Kruskal's theorem there exists a permutation σ ∈ S n−1 such that
for all a ∈ [n − 1], which implies dim span{x a\1 , y σ(a)\1 } = 1 for all a ∈ [n − 1]. Repeating this process for Π n−1 ∈ L(X 1 ) any operator with ker(Π n−1 ) = span{x n−1,1 } implies the existence of a bijection
such that
and σ −1 (τ(n)) = n, a contradiction to d 2 ≥ 2.
Now we state an analogous result for product vectors not necessarily in general position (Conjecture 13), the two-dimensional case of which we proved in Theorem 8. It can be shown that Conjecture 13 would follow from our Conjecture 3 using similar techniques as in the proof of Theorem 8.
Conjecture 13 (Consequence of Conjecture 3). Let n ≥ 2, m ≥ 2, r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 2}, and d 1 , . . . , d m ≥ 1 be integers, let X 1 , . . . , X m be vector spaces over a field F, and let {x a : a ∈ [n]} ⊂ Prod (X 1 : · · · : X m ) be a set of product vectors such that:
The vector
Conjecture 3 implies Kruskal's theorem
Here we show that our conjecture would imply Kruskal's theorem (Theorem 4) as a corollary. We prove the equivalent reformulation of Kruskal's theorem stated in Theorem 2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2 hold, and assume without loss of generality that 
such that for all p ∈ [t],
and for every non-empty strict subset Γ ⊂ Z p ,
The existence of such a partitioning is a straightforward consequence of (111 
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Appendices
A Proof of Lemma 7
Proof of Lemma 7. We construct the desired sequence using the following algorithm. 
and 
which by condition 2 implies {L 1 , . . . , L l } = {S 1 , . . . , S s } ∪ {T 1 , . . . , T t },
so the sequence L 1 , . . . , L l satisfies property 1. This completes the proof.
B The two-dimensional case is tight
Here we show that the two-dimensional case (Theorem 6), is tight, i.e. for every integer n ≥ 3 we find a set of product vectors {x a : a ∈ [n]} ⊂ Prod (X 1 : · · · : X n−2 ) such that:
1. For every index j ∈ [n − 2], dim span{x a,j : a ∈ [n]} ≥ 2.
2. It holds that ∑ a∈ [n] x a = 0, 
where the inequality follows from the conditions (131).
